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SUMMARY
Compre@.ble- and incomprtzwih?e-jow cakuluiions were
made of the combustor total-prewure-loss coe@n4 and liner
airjlow dtitn”buttinfor tubular turbq”etcombustarshum-rigcon-
8tati annulus and liw crom+ectimal are~ along the com-
bustar axi-s. Information on static- and total-pre+wuredti-
tribw?ionand liner air-jet etianee anglex akm.gthe length of
tie combustor wa obtained m an iw%-medi.atestep in the
calculation-s. The cakulatimw include the e$eet8 of heat re-
lease, annulw waU jr.ktion, and cari.a$ionin discharge co-
efiieni.s of the liner wall openings along the combuxtor.
The combu.stortotul-premure-loss coemt and liner air-
jkw distributwn are.prtwnted graphically in tm of the fol-
lowing dketinlem parametm8: (1) combustor referew
Mach number, (g) ratio of combustor-tmitto 4nM total -tem-
perature, (3) fraction of total airjtow pawing through the liw
dome, (~) Taiio of total open hole area in liner wall to total
combu8t0r cross-secticnudarea, and (6) ratio of liner cros8-
sectionul area to total combustorcro8s-8eeti0n4darea.
INTRODUCI’ION
In the design of combustcna for turbojet and ramjet
engines, it is desirable to be able to predict the combustor
total-pressure loss and liner airflow distribution from the
combustor geometry and operating conditions. L’ow values
of combustor total-pressure loss are desired since such
losses reduce engine thrust and cycle efficiency (ref: 1). Air-
flow distribution and liner air-jet entrance angles are of
direct interest to the combustor designer since they in-
fluence combustion efficiency and stability and combustor-
outlet temperature profile (ref. 2). A combustion research
program being conducted at the Lewis laboratory is con-
cerned with these aerodynamic aspects of combustor design.
The loss in total pr&sure across a combustor may be
attributed primariIy to 1OS-WSresulting from (1) mixing of
high-velocity liner air jets with the liner gas stremn, (2) heat
release in the liner, and (3) anmdus mall friction. The
effects of these factors on combustor total-pressure’ loss are
considered in the calculations of the present report. The
liner airflow distribution and liner air-jet entrance angles
me obtained in the course of the combustor totaLpremure-
10sscalculations.
Previous analytical investigations of combustor total-
prcs.sure loss and liner airflow distribution have involved
stepwise calculations in which the combustor is divided into
an arbitary number of transveme sections. In a triaLand-
error method presented in reference 3, the liner airflow dis-
tribution and combustor total-pressure loss are calcu-
lated for an assigned liner open hole area distribution. In a
more, rapid method presented in reference 4, the liner open
hole area distribution is calculated for an assigned liner air-
flow distribution and combustor total-pressure loss. Both
methods include the effects of heat release on the calculated
values and could. account for variation along the combustor
of the discharge coefficient of the liner wall openings.
For particular combustor con&gurationsj stepwise calcu-
lation methods such as presented in references 3 and 4 have
been used to calculate the combustor flow conditions. How-
ever, there is a need for generalized curves that can be used
to obtain preliminary estimates of combustor total-pressure
loss, liner airilow distribution, and liner airjet entrance
angk. Such curves are not intended as a substitute for
the stepwise calculation methods, but would serve as a
supplement. The curves would also be useful in indicating
the relative effects of combustor geometry and operating
conditions on combustor total-pressure 10S and airflow dis-
tribution. The present report is concerned with the de-
velopment of such generalized curves for tubular combustors
having (1) constant anmdus and liner cross-sectional areas
along the combustor axis and (2) flush circular holes in the
liner wall. The results should apply approximately to
oannular combustms and to annular combustors having
equal velocities in the inner and outer annuli at all stations
along the combustw.
From compressible- and iucompramible-flow calculations,
the combuator total-pressure-loss coeflkient and fractional
liner airflow distribution are obtained in terms of the fol-
lowing dimensionless parameters: (1) combustor reference
Mach number, (2) ratio of combustor-exit to -inlet total
temperature, (3) fraction of total airflow passing through the
liner dome, (4) ratio of total open hole area in liner wall to
total combustor cross-sectional area, and (5) ratio of liner
cross-sectional area to total combustor oross-sectional area.
The calculations include the effects of heat release, amuhs
wall fiction, and variation in the discharge coeflitient of the
liner wall openings along the combustor.
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ANALYSIS
The present report cons~dem the effect on” combustor
totfd-pressure loss of (1) mixing of high-velocity liner air
jets with the liner gas stream, (2) heat release, and (3) an-
nulus wall friction. The total-pressure loss resulting from
these factors is calculated for tubular combustors having
constant anrmlus and liner cross-sectional areas along the
combustor axis and flush circular liner wall openings.
Values of the combustor total-pressure-loss coei%cierrtfor
cold flow are presented for the cases of incompressible and
compressibleflow. Compressible-flow calculations were made
for reference Mach numbers up to 0.15. AU values of the
combustor total-pressun+loss coefficient for flow with heat
release were obtained from the incornprcssible-flow calcula-
tions. The liner airflow distribution and liner air-jet entrance
angles are obtained in the course of the calculations of the
total-presmn+loss coefficient. A list of the symbols used
in the calculations is presented in appendix A.
A sketch of the tubular, parallel-wall combustor consid-
ered is presented in figure 1(a). In this f3gure, station 1 is
the combustor inlet, station 2 is just upstream of the fit
air admission opening in the liner wall excluding openings
in the liner dome, and station 3 is just downstream of the
Liner dome
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(a) Sohematio sketoh of parallel-wall combustor.
(b) Representative combuator airflow distribution.
(c) Sohematic sketoh of flow through liner wall opening.
FXQUREI.—Air admission in tubular turbojet combustor with constant
annuhra and liner cross-seotional areaa.
last air admission opening in the liner wall. The cross-
sectional area at station 1 is the combustor reference cross-
sectional area A,, and inlet flow conditions are referenced
at this station. If the air distribution along the combustor
is directly proportional to liner open hole area, the liner
airflow distribution for a reprwentative turbojet combustor
might correspond to the segmented curve of figure 1(b).
The fraction of the total airfiow p=ing through the liner
at a given station w~jw~ is plotted against the dimensionl-
ess parameter z/1, where 1is the axial distance between sta-
tions 2 and 3 and z is the axial distance downstream of
station 2. The segmented distribution curve corresponding
to a finite number of liner wall openings may be replaced
approximately by the continuous distribution curve corre-
sponding to au infinite number of liner wall openings or,
rather, to continuous slots between stitions 2 and 3.
The orifice disch&ge equation for a given liner wall open-
ing, such as is illustrated in figure 1(c), is given by
AWL=cp,~ ~Viti~ (1)
For a differential portion of the air passing through the
opening, equation (1) becomes
dWL=(?p,,,,Vj ti~ (!!)
In the use of equation (2), it is assumed that the flow in the
jet from the annulus to the vena contracta is isentropic and
that the static pressure in the vena contracta equals that
within the liner at the station considered. The effect of
cross-sectional area blockage of the liner gas stream by the
air jet on the local static pressure at the venn contracta is
neglected. The term p,c,V, in equation (2) may then be
determined from the annulus total pressure and tempera-
ture and the liner static pressure at the station considered,
In the calculation of flow conditions in the parallel wall
cornbustor, the airflow distribution in the liner was assumed
to be of a continuous form such as illustrated by the smooth
curve of figure 1(b), which thus allows the integmtion of
equation (2).
INCOMPRE981ELE-FLOWCALCULATIONS
Combustor total-pressure-loss ooeffloient,-As ihown iu
appendix B, for incompressible flow, equation (2) may be re-
arranged and iutcgrated between stations 2 and 3 to obtain
the dimensionless equation
()
WA
J
1 dG _Ah, T
‘L,d ‘T
d
~ P*–pL A
!-7,
(3)
In. equation (3) the aunulus total pressure PA may be cal-
culated horn the combustor-inlet total pressure and the
fiction pressure drop along the anuulus, while the liner
static pressure pA may be calculated from the momentum
equation for the liner gas stream. For the case where the
aumdus and liner cross-sectional areas are constant along
the combustor, the term (PA—AL)/~rof equation (3) is
related to the combustor total-pressure-loss coefficient
APlq, by
PA—pL_P1—PL,~ PI—PA———
% q, q,
.
where (P1—PL,3)/q, is the combustor total-pressure-loss
coeiiicient AP/qr. The principal assumptions required in
the derivation of equation (4) are:
(1) The actual flow can be approximated with sufficient
accuracy by one-dimensional equations.
(2) The liner air jets mix instantaneously with the liner
gas stream.
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(3) The effect of fuel flow on molecular weight and weight
w of the liner gas stream can be neglecte~
Ofl (4) Heat trrmsfer between the annulus and liner gas
streams is negligible.
(5) Mixing losses in the anmdus are negligible.
(6) Liner wall friction is negligible.
(7) Density is independent of pressure changes along the
combustor and is affected only by the temperature changes
along the combustor associated with heakrelease.
The relation between AP/qrand Ah,~iAT is obtained from
the solutions of equations (3) and (4). A value of A*,T/A, is
obtaiped for specified values of AP/q, and AjJA, and values
of (P1—PJ/q, and TL/T1along the combustor. In equation
(4), TLand T.J are the average temperatures of the liner gas
stream at a given station and at the combustor exit, respect-
ively. The evaluation of TLwith combustion would reqiire
knowledge of the fuel-air ratio and average combustion
efficiency along the combustor. In typical combustors, the
major portion of the inlet air is bypassed around the liner
dome where all the fuel is injected. Accordingly, the average
fuel-~ir ratio of the liner gas stream may vary from values
well in excess of stoichiometric at the upstream end of the
combustor to lean fuel-air ratios at the mmbustor exit. For
the case where all the fuel is injected at the liner dome, the
average fuel-air ratio & of the liner gas stream at various
stations along the combustor is given by
where FL,3is the over-all fuel-air ratio of the combustor..
In the present calculations, the combustiori efficiency was
assumed to be 100 percent in the downstream portion of the
combustor where the average fuel-air ratio of the liner gas
stream is stoichiometric or leaner. In the upstream portion
of the combustor where the overrich fuel-air ratios tit, the
average temperature of the liner gas streamwas assumedto be
that corresponding to n stoichiometric fuel-air ratio and
100-percent combustion efficiency. The calculated hoi%iow
total-pressure-loss coefficient is limited by the accuracy in
the determination of gas stream temperature TL along the
combustor.
Figure 2 presents values of TL/Tl for 100-percmt com-
bustion efficiency and a range of fuel-air ratios. The curve
was calculated by the method of references 5 and 0 for TI
equal to 728° R and for normal octane at an initial temper-
ature of 540° R. From figure 2 and equation (5), the tem-
perature ratio TL/Tl of equation (4) may be calculated for
various vahw of WLIWT and FLw Values of FL3 may be
obtained from figure 2 and assigned values of the combustor
over-rIll temperature ratio TL,JT1.
The anmdus total-pressure-loss term (P,–PJ/q, of
equation (4) can be calculated from the relation
where the fiction factor f.. is assumed to be constant. The
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FIGURE2.—Variation of exhaust to inlet temperature ratio with fuel-
air ratio for combustion of n-outane fuel with 100-peroent efflaiency.
Initial air temperature, 728° R.; initial fuel temperature, 540° R;
pressure, 1 atmosphere.
tie of equation (6) requires an estimate of _ber airflow
distribution along the combustor axis. In the present cal-
culations and for zero flow through the liner dome, the liner
WOW- distribution used in equation (6) was
(7)
Values off* and l/D of 0.005 and 4, respectively, were used
in equation (6).
Airflow distribution and air-jet entrance angles.-The
liner airflow distribution is obtained as shown in appendix B
from the relation
(8)
From equation (8), vahm for the fractional liner open
hole area A~A*,~ may be calculated for various values of
wLlw~.
For thin-willed air admission openings in the liner, the
entrance angle Oof the liner air jets (fig. 1) is calculated from
the relation
,= COS-l$ (9)
. .
where
1 wL——--
(lo)
.—. ——— — ..——.
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COBIPREMBLE-&OWCALCULATIONS
The compressible-flow calculations of the combustor total-
pressnre-losscoefficient, airflow distribution, and liner air-jet
entrance angles are similar to the incompressible-flow
calculations. The assumptions made in the use of equation
(2) as well as assumptions (1) to (6) made in the derivation
of equation (4) are also made in the compressible-flow calcul-
ations. As a result of the complexity of the compreseible-
flow relations, however, the difference between annulus total
pressure and liner static pressure along the combustar is not,
obtained directly as in equation (4) for incompressible flow.
Details of the compressible-flow calculations are presented
in appendix C. The compressible-flow calculations pre-
sented herein were made only for cold flow. However, the
equations and procedure used for flow with combustion are
presented in appendk C.
Combustor total-pressure-loss coefficient,-~ shown in
appendi.. C, equation (2) may be rearranged and integrated
along the eombnstor between stations 2 and 3 to yield the
following ‘ilimensionlessequation:
J
1 ()
Jf, d ~
_Ah.T
(7
PA A,
(11-)
‘L,dwT c % _
P&t j PI
The term Jff in equation (11) is related to the combustor
reference Mach number JI,. Th~ term (p,tV/P~Jj is obtained
born the momentum equation for the liner. As shown in
appendis C, values of (ps~V/p@j for cold flow may be cal-
culated in tarms of WLIWT for specitied values of AP/q,,
AL/A,, and M.. As in the incompressible-flow calculations,
the annuhs total pressure P4 is obtained from friction
pressure-drop relations and an estimate of the axial liner
airflow distribution. For the compressible-flow calculations,
the liner airflow distribution used to calculate friction pres-
sure drop was also assumed to follow equation (7), and the
values of jd and l/Dwere also -umed to equal 0.005 and 4,
respectively. Then frOmequation (11), vahxs of Ah,T/A, for
cold flow may be obtained for specified vahms of AP/q,,AJA,,
and ill,.
Airflow distribution and air-jet entrance angles.-The
liner airflow distribution for the compressible-flow case is
abtained as shown in appendix C &m
(12)
Trom equation (12), values of AjJA*,Tmay be calculated for
TtiOU8 VdUCS OfWLfWT.
The entrance angle Oof the liner air jets (see fig. l(c)) is
obtained as shown in appendix C tim the relation
(13)
DISCHARGECOEPPICIENTOF LINER WALLOPENINGS
Vahm of the liner wall opening discharge coefficient O
~required in the calculations of the combustor tot&premure-
10SScoefficient and airflow distribution may be obtained
from correlations such as those presented in referenco 7.
The present calculations were based on the correlation from
reference 7 for a $$inch-dismeter hole in a 0.040-inch wall,
The correlation curves for this opening are presented in
figure 3. In figure 3(a), the discharge coefficient 09 cor-
rected to a static-pressure ratio pA/pj of unity is plotted
against the correlating parameter (PA–Pj)/(P.–~.). In
iigure 3(b), the ratio C/CP is plotted against the static-
Pressuremtiq p~~
(a) Variation of correoted diaoharge coefficient with 5ow pmamoter.
(b) Effect of premure ratio on dieoharg~oeflioient ratio.
FIGUIMI3.—Disoharge oaeffloient of %-inch-dfameter hole in 0.040-inoh
wall under esternal oroadiow conditions (ref. 7).
pre9sureratio p~lpfi The discharge coefficient O is obtained
from the relation
()
C=cp g I (14)
P
For incompressible-flow calculations, the correlation pa-
rameter (PA—Pj)/(P~—pJ of figure3 (a) maybe taken equal to
(Vj/VJ2 and the pressure-ratio correction C/Cp of figure 3(b)
can be neglected; thus, the discharge coefficient O ia obtained
directly from figure 3(a) and the given value of (Vj/VJ2.
In theory, one would expect that the dischtuge coefficient
C is related to the product of the discharge coefficient for
flow normal to the hole Cmand the ratio of the normal com-
ponent of velocity to the resultant jet velocity VJVj, The
term VJ~7j is related to the air-jet entrance angle o from
the compknentary function of equation (9) by
The relation between the experimental value of O taken from
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the data of figure 3(a) and sin o is shown in figure 4. The
dmhed curve represents the theoretical equation
c=cnsino (16)
where C. was obtained from the experimental curve at
sin O=l.O$ The experimental curve exhibited linearity only
for values of sin o greater than 0.45. For values of sin o
greater than 0.45, the experimental discharge-coefficient data
F’IGUREI4.-Vmiation of diaoharge caeffioient with sine of air-jet
entrance angle 19.
of figure 3(a) e-anbe represented by the following empirical
equation:
0=0.827 Sill9–0.232 (17)
The data of figure 3, however, were used directly for cal-
culations involving discharge coefficients in this report
because of their wider range of application.
The correlation of figure 3 gives only the effect of anmdus
flow on the discharge coefficient. Data of references 8 and
9 indicate that there cm also be a large efTectof liner gas
stream velocity on the discharge coefkient. However,
provided the component of the jet mloci@ normal to the
liner wall is larger than the local liner gas stream velocity,
the effect of liner gas stream velocity on the discharge coeffi-
cient wouId appear to be small (refs. 8 and 9). Since such
n condition existed for most of the calculations of the present
report, the effect of liner g~s stream velocity on the discharge
coefficient was neglectad.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Rdt.s presented herein pertain only to parallel-wall
combustors with flush liner hole openings. The results are
considered representative of typical flush liner wall openings
even though they are based on only one particular air ad-
mission hole geometry, since the data of referent-e 7 show
that the tiects of hole diameter and wall thickness on dis-
charge coefficient are small compared to the effects of anuulus
flow shown in figure 3. The data may not be applicable
to combustor liners having a substantial portion of the air
admitted through louve~ or through holes having intake
scoops to direct the air through them.
The calculation of combustor total-pressure loss and
~ow distribution requires a lmowledge of static and total
pressures in the anm.dus and in the liner along the axis of
the combustor from station 2 tm station 3 (fig. 1). Figure
5(a) shows the variation of calculated static and total pres-
sures along the combustor expressed as a ratio of pressure
at a given station to the inlet total pressure at station 1.
This pressure ratio is plotted against the fractional distance
along the combustor axis h-cm station 2 to 3. The data for
figure 5 were computed for a reference velocity V, of 100
s (Oi~
&?,88 I
O .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 LO
Froctionul distance olong liner, .%72
(a) Stitio and total preseura along length of oombuetor refere,naedto
. . inlet total preswre.
FIQUEB 6.—Variation in total and statio premures in annuhw and liner
and in pressure drop across liner along combustar. Ratio of liner
orcm+seotional area to reference area AL/A,, 0.6; ratio of total liner
open hole area to reference area Ah,T/An 1.09; flo~through liner dome
%~WTjO;referenoevelooity, 100 feet per second; irdet totil pressure,
1 atmosphere.
feet per second, an inlet total pressure P, of 30 inches of
mercury absolute, and zero flow through the liner dome
(w.,@r=O) by using incornpr~wible-flow equations in-
cluding annulus wall friction. The calculations were made
for a combustor with a ratio of liner cross-sectional area to
reference area AJA, of 0.6, a ratio of total liner open hole
area to referenee area Ah,T/A,of 1.09, and total-temperature
ratios aoross the combustor TL,s/T1of 1 (cold flow)~d 3.
The curves shown are for the case of uniformly distributed
liner wall openings along the length of the combustor.
Figure 5(a) shows that the total prwsure of the liner gas
stream increases with an increase in xJ1 in the upstream
.... -—. .. . . . ____ ______ -.
..—.—= —__ —___ .._
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portion of the combustor, reaches a maximum, and then
decreases in the downstream portion of the combustor.
The variation in the total pressure of the liner gas stream
for cold-flow conditions is a result of the difference in veloci~
of the anmdus and liner gas streams. In the upstream
portion of the combustor, annulus air at high tial velocity
mixes with the low-velocity liner airstream and, hence,
increases the total pressure of the liner airstmw.u. In the
downstream portion of the combustir, the mixing of the
low-velocity annulus air with the high-mlocity liner air-
stream results in a decrease in total pressure of the liner
aimtream. The mmi.mum total pressure of the liner air-
st,reamfor cold flow occurs at the station where the axial
velocities of the two streams me equal. The curve for the
static pressure of the liner airstream inhibits a similar
trend although it ditlersin location of the mtium pressure
and the magnitude of the prw-sure variation. The curves
shown in figure 5(a) are intended only b illustrate typical
trends in pressure along a combustor; actual values of pres-
sure will vary with combustor geometry and operating
conditions.
The static-pressure drop acrcw the liner wall openings as
shown in figure 5(b) reaches a minimum in the upstream
portion of the combustor and then increasessteadily along the
axis of the combustor. The pressure-drop terms required for
the determination of the flow parameter (.Pd‘~J)/(~A –II.)
(fig. 3(a)) are also presented k-figure 5(b). The calculated
flow parameter is plotted against fractional liner distansMin
figure 5(c). A compmison of the curves of iigures 3(a) and
5(c) shows that in a parallel-wall combustor the discharge
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FIQUREI5.—Continued. Variation in total and statio premurea in
ammlua and liner and in p-are drop across liner along eombustor.
Ratio of liner oro~seational area to reference area AL/A,, O.I3;ratio
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FIQUFLE5.—Conoluded. Variation in total and statio prcaeurea in
annulua and liner and in pr-e drop acrose liner along oombustor.
Ratio of liner oroea-sectional area to reference area AL/Ar, 0.6;mtio
of totrd lfner open hole ar~ to referenoe mea Afi,T/Ar, 1.09; flow
through Ziner dome WL~WT, O; referexme velooity, 100 feet por
second; inlet total pr~, 1 atmosphere.
coet%cientsof the liner hole openings are a minimum at the
upstream end of the ~mbustcsr and a masimum at the ex-
haust end. Discharge coei%cients range from about 0,1 for
the upstream liner holes to about 0.6 for the holes at the
extreme end of the liner. A variation in discharge codE-
cients along the liner such as is illustrated by these data
would be expected in all pdel-wal combustors with flush
linerhole openings; the actual values of discharge coefficients
for any given combustor w-illvary, however, aa the pressure
distribution along the liner is altered. Since the discharge
coefficient and stati~pr~ure drop are indicative of the
relative airflow through openings of a given size, it is evident
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that the openings in the upstream region of the liner pass
less flow per unit area than those in the downstream region
of the liner.
COMBUSTORTOTAL-PRESSURE-LOSSCOEFFICIENT
Effect of liner moss-sectional area and liner total open
hole area.—Figure 6 shows the effect of (1) the ratio of liner
total open hole area to combustor referenm area and (2) the
ratio of the liner cross sectional area to combustor referenee
area on the mmbustor total-pressure-loss coefficient AP/q,.
The data were calculated from incompressible-cold-flow rela-
tions described in appendix B with zero flow through the liner
dome and with and without considering the effects of anmdus
wall friction. For any given value of AL/A,, the presmre-
10SScoefficient AP/q, asymptotically approaches a minimum
vahM as Ah,T/A,is increased over a value of about 1.5. For
any given value of AL/AT, the pressure-loss coefficient
2
I
I
I
y,
I
o
Ah.T/Ar
FxQunD f3.-Vmiation of total-prmmre-loss coefEcient AP/q, with ratio
of llner total open hole area to combnstor reference area AI,T/Ar for
varfous ratios of liner orosa-seotional area to combuetor reference area
AL/A,. Dd.a calculated from incompressible-cold-flow relatione
With zero flow through liner dome.
AP/q,increnseavery rapidly as Ah,T/A,is decreased to values
below about 1.0.
The consideration of amulus wml.1fiction in ~e pressure-
10ss enlculations tends to increase AP/q, for given vslm of
Ah,~/Ar~d AL/Ar. The effect of annulus w-allfriction in-
creased as the anm.dusarea decreased, that is, as AL/A, in-
creased, The importance of annulus wall friction on. the
calculations will, of course, vary with the combustor l/D and
airflow distribution. The dashed curves of figure 6 were
calculated for an l/D of 4, Tvhieh is higher than that found in
practice, and for an airflow distribution given by equation
(7), which corresponds appromately to some fractional
open hole area distributions found in practice. Values of
AP/q, for an l/D less than 4 and for the ai.rfiowdistribution
given by equation (7) may be estimated horn linear inter-
polation between the solid curves (negligible wall friction)
and the dashed curves of figure 6.
Figure 7 presents the variation of the minimum combuster
total-prewure-loss coefficient AP/q, with the ratio of liner
cross-sectiomd area to refaence area AL/Ar. The data for
iigure 7 were calculated from incompressible-ecdd-ilow rela-
tions assuming annulus wall friction negligible with zero
flow through the liner dome (w.~wT=O). The minimum
combustor total-pressure-loss coefficient is obtained by
arbitrarily setting linar static pressure equal to annulus
static pressure at station 2 and is calculated from equation
(B24). The value obtained for the minimum total-pr8ssure-
10SScoefficient for any given value of AL/A, is independent
of the discharge coefficients of the liner wall openings and
corresponds to relatively large values of liner total open hole
area (Ah,~/A,>2.0) . Figure 7 shows that a minimum cold
flow AP/q,is obtained by using a liner that blooks 50 percent
30
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FIQURB7.—Variation of minimum tital-pr@areAoM cm.ftioient AP/g,
with ratio of liner crew-sectional area to combuhr referenoe area
AL/A,. Data calculated from incompreasibl&cdd-flow relations
assuming annulus -ivaUHction negligible, zero flow through dome,
and liner and annulua static premr es equal at station 2 (see fig. 1).
of the total cross-sectional area of the combustor. Either
increasing or decreasing the percent blocked area from a
mean of 50 percent tends to increase W/q,. The data of
@ures 6 and 7 show that for a parallel-wall combustor an
Ati,T/A,greater than 1.0 and an AL/A, between 0.4 and 0.6
are desirable in order to obtain a low-cold-flow total-pressure
loss.
Effect of airflow through liner dome.—The effects of the
fraction of total airflow passing through the liner dome
WL,g/WT on the etdcdated combustor total-pressure-loss
coefficient are illustrated in figure 8. The values were cal-
culated horn the incompressible-flow relations neglecting
the effect of annulus wall friction. A would be expected,
an h?XeSSe in WL~WT decreases the totd-pres.sudoss
coefficient throughout the range of values of Akg/A, covered
in the iigu.rebeeause the effective open hole area of the liner
has been increased by opening holes in the liner dome. The
--.. —-- . ..—. ..— —— ..— — —.—.-—. —.—... ——-—.
.
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FmuRz S.—Variation of total-pr ~loas coefficient AP/q. with ratio
of liner total open hole area to eombustm reference area Ab,r/A,
for various liner dome airflows wL~wT. Data calculated from
inoomp-ble-cold-flow relationa asarning negligible annulue wall
friction.
value of Ah,T/A, does not include the open hole area in the
liner dome. The open hole area in the liner dome required
to pasa the specified w.a/wr may be Calculated from the
orifice discharge equation in conjunction with the total
pressure upstream of the liner dome, values of the discharge”
coefficient of the liner dome openings, and the static pressure
p~,z in the liner at station 2. Discharge coefficients for
smirler-type liner dome openings are presented in reference
10. Values of p~~ may be obtained from equation (1318)
for w=/w* equal to w~~wT.
Effeot of aombustor reference Maoh number.—The effects
of combustor reference Mach number M, at station 1 (see
fig. 1) on the calculated combustor total-pressure-loss
coefficient are illustrated in @gurea 9, 10, and 11. The
curves for 11, equal to 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 were calc~ated
fiwm the compressible-flow relations of appendix C. The
incompressibk-fiow data of iigure 6 are also included in
these fibwes for comparison with the compressible-flow
data. The data were computed for an AL/A, of 0.5, 0.6,
and 0.7 with cold flow m“d with zero flow through the liner
dome. The data of figures 9 and 10 were computed neglect-
ing anmdus vnd.1fkiction. A comparison of data calculated
with and without the effects of annulus wall fiction is shown
in figure 11.
Figure 9 indicates that increasing Al, up to 0.10 results in
a relatively small increa8e in AP/q,; therefore, at vah.m of
J1, below 0.1, the results of the incomprtibk-flow rdations
agree quite WU with the resuks of the comprwible-flow
relations. The incompressible-flow relations are considered
sufficiently accurate for design purposes for combuztom
operating below an 31, of 0.1. However, for .ikL above
approximately 0.10, there is an increase in AP/q, with an
increase in M,, particularly at valuw of AJA, over about 0.6.
The effect of reference Mach number on AP/q, is shown more
28
24
20
16
12 i
-(c)– — — —
1, 1- I
,
82~ .6 .8 1.0 1,2 (.4 ~m
4+,T/4
(a) Ratio of liner croes-sectional ar~ to referenoe area AL/Ar, 0.6.
(b) Ratio of liner cros9-sedional area to referenae arm ~~~,, 0.(3.
(c) Ratio of liner crose-sectional area to referenoe area .4L/fir, 0,7.
~QURE 9.—Variation of btal-pressumdose ooeffioient AP/qr with ratio
of liner total open hole area to combuetor reference area A A,T/Ar for
varfoua combuatm reference Ma oh numbem M,. Data oaloulatod for
cold flow and zero liner dome flow assuming negligible nnnulus Wnll
friction.
clearly in @e 10 in which the data of figure 9 are cross-
plotted for a ~fdue-of Ah,T/Ar= 1.0. Figure 11 indicatss the
calculated increase in APJq, with ill, when anmdus wall
fiction effects are included.
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Fxcmrm 10.—Varfation of tdal-pressurdoss ooeffioient AP/g, with
reference Maoh number M. for various ratios of liner orom+eotional
mea to reference area AL/A,. Data oaloulated for oold flow and
zero liner dome flow awmraing negligible anmdus wall friotion;
ratio of totnl liner open hole area to referenoe area Ab,~/Am 1.0.
Effect of heat release.— The variation in APIq, with
An,,/A; for various valuw of temperature ratio across the
eombustor TLJ/T1~d VtiOUS V~UW of AL/A, is presented
in figure 12. The data for these curves were obtained horn
incompressible-flow relations including annulus wall fiction
for a wL,Q/w~of O and 0.1. The curves for a w@/w~ of 0.1
were obtained from the eakndations for a WLa/W.T of zero by
the method presented in appendix B. Use. of this method
for the case where annulus wall fiction effects are included
in the calculations necessitated the preliminary estimation
of the airflow distribution by the curves of figure 13 in the
cnlcuktions of anmdus total pressure. The curve for a
w~~/wTof zero corresponds to that of equation (7). Approxi-
mate values of the combustor total-pressum+losscoefficient
for values of wL~/w~between Oand 0.1 maybe obtained horn
linmr interpolation between the solid and dashed curves of
figure 12.
The combustor total-prcsmwe-loss coefficient increases as
combustor exhaust temperature is inoreased. The relative
effect of airflow through the liner dome and annulus wall
friction on AP/q, is the same for hot flow as it was for cold
flow. The data of figure 12 are cross-plotted in figure 14 to
show the effect of the temperature ratio TGJT1 on AP/q,.
CUrVSSof AP/q, ~timt TGJT1 are sho~ for AL/A. values
of 0.5, 0.6,.and 0.7 and AIJA, values of 0.6 and 1.6. For a
given vfdue of Ah,T/A, the totd-pressure-]oss eoficient in-
creases with temperature ratio at a more rapid rate as AL/A,
decreases. As a restit, at higher values of temperature
ratio, larger AL/A, values are required to minimize AP/q,.
A value of AL[A, of 0.5 provided minimum AP/q,under cold-
flow conditions; a value of 0.6 provided the lowest total-
pressure loss at temperature ratios above about 2.0. This
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(a) Ratioof liner mom-sectional area to referenoe area AZ/A.r, 0.6.
(b) Ratio of liner orow+eeotional area to referenoe area AL/A,, 0.6.
(o) Ratioof Iinercroce-cectionalreato refermmeareaAL/An 0.7.
Frfmm il.—Variation of total-prawure-lose coefficient AP/gr with
ratio of liner total open hole area to combuator referenoe area
AL,T/A. oaloulatd for combush reference Mach number~, of
0.15andfor incompressibleflowwithandwithoutinoludingeffeots
of annuhlswallfriotion.
efleot is shown moie clearly in iigure 15 where AP/q, is plotted
against AL/Ar for various=temperatureratios across the com-
buster. These data were obtained from incomprewible-flow
relations including ammlus wall friction with zero liner dome
flow for values of A*,,/A7 of 0.6 and 1.6. For combustors
with AA T/A, equal to 0.6 or 1.6 the value of AL/A7for ~
---- --— ...__ . . . . __ ._. -
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(a) Total-temperature ratio acrom combuetor T.JTI, 1; ratio of liner croa+cectional area to reference area AJA,, 0,5.
(b) Total-temperature ratio acmes combuctor TLJTI, 2; ratioof liner cross-eectional area to reference area AL/A,, 0.5.
(c) Total-temperature mtio across combuator TLJT1, 3; ratioof liner cross-cectional mea to reference area +4dA,, 0,6.
(d) Total-temperature ratfo across combustor TLJTI, 4; ratio of liner cross-sectional area to reference area AL/Ar, 0.6.
(e) Total-temperature ratio acrcm combuetor T.~Tl, 1; ratio of liner crom-eectional mea to reference area AL/A,, 0.6.
(f) Total-temperature ratio across combustor T~JTI, 2; ratio of liner croee-eectional area to reference area AL/A,, 0.6.
(d Tom-temperatureHLtiOacrosscombuator TLJTI, 3; ratioof liner cross-eectional area to reference area AL/A,, 0,6,
(h) Total-temperature ratio acroea combuatmr TL,JT,, 4; ratioof liner croes-sectional ares to reference area AL/A,, 0.6.
(i) Total-temperatureatioaormscombuatorTLJT1, 1; ratioof liner crom-seotional area to reference area AL/Ar, 0.7.
fj) Total-temperature ratio aorosa combustor TLJTI, 2; ratioof liner cro~tional area to reference area AL/A,, 0.7.
(k) Total-temperature r+o acre= combuetor T.4/Tl, 3; ratio of liner croea-eeotfonal area to referenoe area AL/A,, 0.7.
0) Total-temperature ratio acrws combustor TLJ/TI, 4; ratioof liner orom-eectional area to reference area AL/A,, 0.7.
Fmmm 12.—Variation of total-presmre-loss coefficient AP/g, with ratio of liner total open hole area ti combnator reference area Ak,~/Ar for
flow mtioa through liner dome wQ/w~ of Oand 0.1. Data calculated from incompreacible-flow relations including annulus wall frlotion,
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peraturemtio mrose combustor TL,JTI. Data calculated from
incompreaeible-flowrelationshmludinganrmluswall frictionwith
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minimum A.P/q,shifts horn 0.5 to 0.6 as combustor exhaust
temperature is increased.
AIRFLOWDISTRIBUTION
Theairflowdistribution curvesobtained fromincompressibh+
and compressible-flow calculations are presented
in figures 16 to 23. Except for the effects of variation in
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(a) Ratioof total liner open hole area to referenae area Ai,r/A,, 0.6.
(b) Ratio of total liner open hole area to referenoe area AL.T/A,, 1.6.
FIGURE 15.—Variation of tot.al-premwloee coefliakrrt Ap/qr with
ratioof liner. crozs-seotional’ area to reference area ALJA, for varioue
value-s of temperature ratio across combustor TL~T1. Data
calculated from incompressible-flow relationa inoluding annuhrs
wall friotion with zero liner dome flow.
annulus wall fiction with airflow distribution, the relations
between Wzjwr and Ah/Ak. presented in iigures 16 to 23
are independent of the distribution of air entry holes along
the liner. Accordingly, the variation of w~jwr along the
combustor for a particular liner configuration may be esti-
mated horn the given values of AJAa T along the combustor
and the appropriate @e from figures 16 to 23. Tf, for
example, there is a linear increase in liner open hole area
along the combustor (AJA&,=x/Z), the curves of @ymes 16
to 23 represent the variation in liner airllow with distance
along the combustor. It is emphasized that the relations
presented are representative only forparalh+mll combustors
having flush liner air openings (see @. 1).
.—. ------ .. —._ . —— —
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Fraction of open hole area betv~een station 2 and stotion x, Ah/Ah,T
-
(rL) Incompressible flow; mtia of liner erase- (d) M,, 0.15; AL/A,, 0.5. (i). Incompr’&ible flow; AL/Ar, 0.7.
sectional area to referenoe area &/A,, 0.5. (e) Lmamprcwible flow; AL/A,, 0.6. (j) M,, 0.06; AL/A,, 0.7.
(b) mferenw Maoh number .Jf,, 0.05;AdA,, (f) fif,, 0.05; AIJA,, 0.6. (k) M,, 0.10; A./A,, 0.7.
(g) iifn 0.10; A./Ar, 0.6. (1) M,, 0.15; AL/Ar, 0.7.
(o) ::, 0.10; AJA,, 0.5. (h) M,, 0.15; AL/A,, 0.6.
FIQURD16.—Effeat of ratio gf liner tatal open hole area ta cambustar reference area Ah T/A, on airflow distribution. Inoompreaeibla- and
campre@ble-cold-flow relations without anmdus wall friotion and with zero liner dome flow.
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(rL) Referenoe Maoh number M,, 0.16; ratio of liner orow-seotional area to referenoe area A~An 0~5.
(b) Referenoe Maoh number ilIn 0.15; ratfo of liner orow+sectional arm to referenoe area A./A,, 0.6.
(o) Referenoe Maoh number M,, 0.06; ratio of liner croea-seotional area to reference area AIJA,, 0.7.
(d) Reference Maoh number N,, 0.10; ratio of liner cross-wotional area to reference area AL/A,, 0.7.
(e) Reference Maoh number M,, 0.15; ratio of Eper orow+-sectionalarea to referenoe area A.L/Ar, 0.7.
FIaIJBE 17.—Effeot of ratio of liner total open hole area to combustor referenoe area AL T/A, on airflow d&tribution. Comptible-cold-flow
relatfone inoluding annulus wall friction with zero %& dome flow.
Effect of liner total open hole area,-The fiction of tow
air passing through the liner at any given station along the
combustor w~wT is plotted against the fraction of ]iner
total open hole aren AJA~,~ in iigure 16 for values of AJA,
of 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. Curves are shown for various values of
Ah,~/A,, and the data were obtained from compressible-
flow relatiom for reference Mach numbers of 0.06, 0.10, and
0.15. Data obtained from the incompressible-flow relations
are ah presented. Cold flow conditions with zero liner
dome flow (W.,,IWr=O) and with negligible annnlus w-all
friction were assumed. The 45° dashed line on the airflow
distribution curves represents the airflow distribution that
would be obtained if each hole in the liner admitted a quan-
tity of air directly proportional to its area. Iucreastig the
liner total open hole area Ah,T decreases the fraction of total
rLirentering the upstream region of the combustor liner.
This decrease in upstremn liner airflow becomes appreciable
nt ]aI’gf3VCdUeSOf Ah,T/Ar. This reduction in w~lw~ is a
result of higher reductions in pressure drop and discharge
coefficient for the holes at the upstream stations than for
those at the downstream stations. The reduction bemm~
more critical aa ALIA, is increased from 0.5 to 0.7. This
effect is partially due to increased velocitks in the upstream
G2WJ07~~
region of the anmdus, which reduce the discharge coefficient
of upstream holes in the liner (ref. 7).
Effeot of combustor reference Mach number.—The effect
of reference Mach number on combustor airflow distribution
is shown in figure 16 for cold flow. Increasing reference
Mach number decreases the fraction of the totil airflow
entering the liner through the upstream liner hole openings.
The increased velocity in the upstream end of the annnlns
reduced the static-pressure drop and the discharge coefficient
of upstream holes in the liner. The effect of lMach number
becomes more pronounced as AJA, is increased because of
increased upstream velocities in the annulus. For the data ‘
presented in figure 16, anmdus wall friction was neglected.
Figure 17 shows the airflow distribution calculated from the
compressible-flow relations with annulus wall friction in-
cluded. The results are similar to those shown in figure 16
with the exception that annu@s wall friction tends to
increase the fraction of air entering the liner through the
upstream holes in the liner. Friction reduced &e tot~
pressurein the downstream end of the anm.dus,which resulted
in a 10WWpressure drop across the holes in this region &d,
hence, reduced airflow. The effect of reference Mach ‘num-
ber on airflow distribution is shown more elesrly in @me 18
—— .—. — . .. . .—-— — —.—
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FIQUBB 18.—Ef7eot of referenoe Mach number Afr on wow dis-
tribution. Comprwsible-cold-flow relatiom including annulua wall
fnotion with zero liner dome flow; ratio of liner oross-seotional area
to reference area AdA. 0.7.
where the data of -es 17(c) to (e) are replotted for
Ah,./Ar equal to 0.6 and 1.6. Larger reductio~ ~ the
fraction of total air entering the liner through the holes in
the upstream region of the combustor occur at higher values
of Ah,~/A, and at higher vaha of ~~.
The airflow distributions obtained tim incomprcssible-
flow relations with and without anmdus wall friction are com-
pared iu figure 19 for Ah,i-/A, equal to 0.6 ~d 1-6 ~d AL14
equal to 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. Including amylus wall fiction in
the computations tends to immase the tiaction of total air
entering the upstream region of the liner. The effect is more
pronounced at higher values of AL/A, md Ab,T/A,. The
change in airflow distribution is a direct remit of the added
pressure loss in the annuhs; increased AJA, iucreaaes the
velocity in the annulus, which@ turn incxeasespressmreloss
due to friction.
Effect of heat release.—The eilect of heat release on airflow
distribution is shown in figure 20 for AJA, equal to 0.5, 0.6,
and 0.7. These data were obtained from the incompressible-
flow relations -with anm.duswall friction included .ynd zero
liner dome flow. Curves are shown for values of TJT, of
1,2,3, and 4. kreases in combustor temperature ratio tend
to decrease the fraction of total air entering the upstream
region of the liner. Heat release affects the liner pressures
and velocities along the combustor, which in turn aflect the
static-pressure drop and the discharge coefficient of the liner
wall openings. The data for Ah,T/Ar eqmd to 0.6 and 1.6 me
cross-plotted in ilgu.re21 to show more clearly the effect of
temperature ratio on airfiow distribution. The decrease in
upstream liner airflow with increasing combustor tempera-
ture ratio is more pronounced for larger vfduw of Ah,T/A,
and smallervalues of AdA,.
I .0 I
With wall frlctim
———Without WOII frklbn
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bqtween stotkm 2 and $fatlon x,
Ah /Ah, r
(a) Ratio of liner orcm+seationd area to reference area AL/A,,
(b) RJJtiOof lineroroes+eotional area to referenoearw &/A.,
(c) Ratio of liner crow-sectional area to refemnoe area &/-4rt
FIGURE 19.—Compmieon of airflow distributions obtainod
inc.ompmssible-odd-flow relationa with and without annulus
friction. Zero liner dome airfiow.
0.6.
0.6.
0.7.
from
Wnu
~ect of liner cross-sectionalrea.-The effectof the ratio
of liner cross-sectional area to reference area on airflow dis-
tribution is shown in figure 22 for flow with and without heat
release. The data were obtained from incomprcsaible-flow
relations for values of Ah.~/A, of 0.6 and 1.6 with anmdus
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(Q) Total-temperature ratio aoroes combuator TLJ/TI, 1;H&o of liner oroas-seotional area to referenoe area AL/Am0.5.
(b) TLJ/TI, 2; &/Ar, 0.5. (f) TLJ/T,, 2; AL/A,,” 0.6. (j) TL~Tl, 2; A./AQ0.7.
(o) TLJTI, 3; AL/A,, 0.6. (g) TLJT,, 3; AL/A,, 0.6. (k) TL.aiTI, 3; AdA,, 0.7.
(d)TL3/Tl, 4; AJAr, 0.5. (h) TL.JTI, 4; AL/A,, 0.6. (1) TL~Tl, 4; AIJA,, 0.7.
(e) TLJTI, 1; AL/Ar, 0.6. (i) TLJTI, 1; A./A,, 0.7.
F’rmnm 20,—Effeot of ratio of liner total open hole area to referenoe area Aho~/A, on airflow distribution. Inoompmwible-flow relations inaluding
annulus wall friction with zero liner dome flow.
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FIGURE 21.—Effeot of temperature ratio acnxw combustor TL~T1 on
nirilow distribution for valuea of ratio of liner total open hole area
to reference area Ab.T/A, of 0.6 and 1.6. Inoomprsxmible-flow rela-
tions with armuha wall friotlon and zero liner dome flow.
wall fiction and zero liner dome flow. The fraction of total
air entering the upstream region of the combuetir increases
as the co-mbustor liner area is reduced for cold flow (fig.
22(a)). The effect is similar to that of reference Mach
number; that is, as velocity in the annulus is reduced by a
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FIQURE%?.-IMect of ratio of lfner oroes-seotional area to referenco
area on afrflow distribution for valuea of ratio of Ifner total open
hole area to referenoe area Ak,T/A, of 0.6 and 1.6. Incomprewdble-
flow relations with annuhre wall friction and zero liner dome flow,
reduction in reference Mach number or an increase in anmdus
area, the static-pressure drop and the ofice coefficients of
the upstream liner holes increase. Calculations showed,
however, that an A~/A, of 0J4 would have about the same
cold-flow airflow distribution as an A~A, of 0.6 despite the
effect of reduced upstrenm annuhmvelocity. This reveracdis
attributed to high velocities in the downstream end of the
ANALYSIS OF TOTAL-PRINWJRE LOSS AND AIRFLOW
liner, which increase the static-pressure drop across the holes
in the downstream region in the liner and thus increase the
fraction of total air entering this region.
The effect of combustor-liner area on airflow distribution
with a temperature ratio of 4 across the combustor is shown
in figure 22(b). In this case the fraction of total air entering
the upstream region of the combustor increases as A~/A, is
increased from 0.5 to 0.7. The increased sensitivity of ,the
airflow distribution to changes in TL,JTI for the sndler
valuea of AL/A, causes n reverwd in the effect of annulus area
on airflow distribution. For cold flow (TLJ/T1=1) an iu-
creme in AL/A, from 0.5 to 0.7 reduces the flow to the up-
stream end of the combustor. However, the opposite trend
iSfo~d for TLJT1=4.
Effeot of airflow through liner dome,—The effect of flow
through the liner dome on the tiow distribution is illus-
trrded in figure 23 for incompressible cold flow and negligible
annulus wall friction. An increase in the flow through the
liner dome for a given value of A~,JA, increases the flow
through the upstream end of the combustor. Adding air
through openings in the liner dome also tends to distribute
the air in more direct proportion to the open area.
LLNERAIR-JETENTRANCEANGLE
The variation of liner air-jet entrance angle 6 with x/Z for
variouE values of Ah,T/A, and AL/A, is shown in figure 24.
The calculations are for cold flow and include the effecti of
ctmulus wall friction. The curves show-n are for liner wall
openings uniformly distributed along the length of the com-
buster. The value of 6 is a minimum at low vahw of x/1 at
the upstream end of the combustor where the static-pressure
drop across the holes is lower and the amulus velocity is
higher than corresponding values for the downstream liner
opmings. The air jet is not perpendicular to the plane of the
hole until the last liner hole station is approached. Increasing
Ah,*/A, from 0.6 to 1.6 and AL/Arhorn 0.5 to 0.7 decrease..
the rckdive value of O,the reduction being more pronounced
in the upstream portion of the combustor. It is to be noted
that the data, of figure 24 do not include the effect of liner
air-jet deflection by the liner gas stream; this deflection can
be appreciable in the downstream region of the combustor
liner.
SIGNIFICANCEOF REu~TS TO TURBOJETCOMBUSTOll
DESIGN
The thrust and cycle efficiency of a turbojet engine may
be increased by reducing the total-pressure low associated
with the combustion chamber. Curves are presented in this
report that show the effect of a number of combustor geo-
metric and flow variables on the total-pressure-loss coeftlcient
for a parallel-wall combustor. It is shown that the hot-flow
pressure loss can be minimized by designing the combustor
with a ratio of liner to total cross-sectional are-aof 0.6 and
n total liner open hole area greater than the total cross-
sectional area. The percent total-pressure loss of a combustor
with a constant total-prewmre-loss cmflicient increases with
( * :;($)?0”
the square of reference Mach number ~=
The total-pressure loss becomes even more severe when the
total-pressure-loss coefficient AP/g, &o increases with refer-
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fi-R 23.-EffeOt Of afiow into liner dome WL~WT on a~ow dis-
tribution for valueE of ratio of liner total open hole area to referenoe
area AL,T/A, of 0.6 and 1.2. Incompressible-cold-flow relationa
with annulus wall friotion.
ence Mach number. The severity of the increase in total-
presnre loss can be minimized, however, by adequately
designing the the liner moss+ectional area and total open
hole area as suggested previously. Increasing the com-
bustor frontal area is another means of reducing reference
velocity and the pressure 10SSSSrelated to high velocity.
It is shown that the percxmtof total air entering the up-
stream region of the liner where combustion of the fuel occurs
is reduced as combustor exhaust temperature is increased.
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FIQmm2A—Varii3tion of liner air-jet entmnce angle along liner for
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Ah, T/A,. Inmmprewible-mld-flow relations including annuhs wall
friction with zero liner dome flow.
The application of turbine-cooling techniques to turbojet
engines will permit higher combustor exhaust gas temper-
atures for increased thrust output. These conditions will
,require the use of a larger percentage of the total airilow in
the combustion process. If the combustion proc- is to
occur in the same upstream region for high-temperature
operation as for low-temperature operation, a larger per-
centage of air must be admitted into the upstream region.
Future combustors may also be required to operate at higher
reference Mach numbers because of the increased mass flow
per unit frontal area that can be handled by the newer com-
pressor designs. It was found that increasing reference
Mach number also decreases the fraction of total air entering
the upstream region of the liner.
Desirable demeaaesin pressure loss of the combustor may
be obtained by increasing the liner total open hole arm,
This also entails reductions in the upstream liner airflow.
Thus, providing for adequate air into the upstream primary
combustion zone of cembustors without inducing excemivo
pressure losses -will be a big problem in future combustor
development. Increasing the fraction of total open hole
area in the upstream region of the liner may or may not
alleviate the problem since the discharge coefficient of up-
stream liner holes can vary over a wide range aa nnmdus
flow conditions are varied. I?roviding adequate air whnis-
sion for the severe operating ccmditions by increasing
upstream total open hole area could result in excessive air
admission for the less severe opexating conditions. The use
of scoops or shrouds in the primary or upstream end of the
combustor may provide at least a partial solution to this
problem.
This report illustrate the effects of geometric cm@ura-
tions and operating conditions on the distribution of air to
the combustion chamber without considering the effects of
these factora on combustor performance and stability. The
effect of mass-flow distribution on the performance of a
homogeneous ramjet combustor, based on theoretical calcu-
lations, is presented in reference 11. Also available am
experimental design data for turbojet combusters which
show the effects on performance of a number of geometric
variables, including the open hole area distribution (ref. 12).
APPLICA~ON OF ANALY~CALTECHNIQUE
- The cembustor total-pressure-loss coefficient and the air-
flow distribution of a given pdel-wd tubular combustor
design can be estimated from the curves provided in the
report by determmm“ “ g the dimensionka parameters M,,
TzJ/T,, Wzalw, A,,,/A,, AJA,, and l/D. The curves bared
on compressible-flmv relations are preferred over the
incompresibh+flow relations for all cases for determining
the combustor total-pressure loss and the airflow distribu-
tion. However, the results comparing compressible- and
incompressible-flow relations show that at reference Mach
numbers below about 0.1 similar remdtashould be obtained
from both curves. Appreciable errorcan be introduced using
incompressible-flow relations at higher reference Mach num-
bers, especially for combuetm-s with d anmdus air pas-
sages which have relatively high annulus velocities. Gen-
eralized curv~ are preseniad which both iuclude and neglect
the effect of annulus wall friction for a tubular combustor
with an l/D of 4. For many cembustor designs, this effect
will be small. II the curves presented herein show ~ppreci-
able effects of annulus wall friction, the choice between tlm
curves will depend on the l/D of the design combustor.
For example, the combustir aerodynamics of a design with
an lID of 2 could be determined by interpolating halfway
between the curves calculated with and without anmdus
wall friction.
The curves presented herein can be applied to an annular
combustor only if the velocities in the inner and outer rmnuli
at any station are the same and if the walls axe parallel. An
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approach similar to that reported herein could be used to
calculate total-pressure loss and airflow dktribution for com-
bustors with variable annulns and liner cross-sectional areas.
CONCLUSIONS
The effects of a number of geometric and operating wu-i-
ables of turbojet combustom on combustor total-pressure loss
and airflow distribution were determined analytically from
compressible- and incompressible-flow relations. The fol-
lowing conclusions were reached for combustcna having a
given maximum (reference) cross-sectional area, constant
rmmdua and liner cross-sectional areas along the axis, and
flush liner wall openings:
1, Combustor total-pressure loss incr.w= rapidly as liner
cross-sectional area is incrensed above 70 percent of reference
area. For a given liner total open hole area, the minimum
total-pressure loss is obtained when the liner cross+ectional
mea is 60 percent of the reference area for combustor tem-
perature ratios hwm 3 to 4.
2. Combustor total-pressure loss increases rapidly as the
liner total open hole area is decreased below 100 percent of
the reference area. Increasing the liner total open hole area
above about 200 percent has little effect on reducing the com-
bustor total-pressure-lees coef6cient.
3. The combustor total-preswudoss coefficient increases
with increasing reference velocities and anmdus velocities
and with increasing combustor axhaust temperature.
4. The distribution of air entering the combustor liner is
approximately proportional to the open hole area distribu-
tion only for low values of total open hole area, which entail
high pressure losses. Airfiow distribution for larger total
open hole arearequired for low pressurelosses deviated apprs
ciably from the open hole- area distribution. For a given
liner open hole area distribution, the fraction of total air
entering the upstream region of the combustor under burn-
ing conditions decreased with an incresse in liner total open
hole area, reference Mach number, and combustor tempera-
ture ratio. The discharge coefficients of upstream holw are
markedly lower than 0.6; the discharge coefficients of down-
stream holes %pproach 0.6.
5. The liner air-jet entrance angle in the upstream region
of the liner is markedly reduced with increases in total open
hole area. The jet entrance angle for holes in the dow-n-
stream region of the liner approaches 90°.
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APPiNDIX A
SYMBOLS
cross-sectional area of any given flow passage,
Sq ft
cross-sectional area of’ annulus formed by outer
disrneter of liner d and inner diameter of
combustor housing ~, sq ft
liner open hole area fi-om station 2 to statiori
at z, Sq ft
liner open hole area horn station at z to station
at x+ Ax, sq ft
total open hole area in liner wall (excluding
liner dome openings), sq ft
crow-sectional area of liner, sq ft
total combustor cross-sectional area; reference
area, sq ft
speed of sound at local total temperature
orifice discharge coefficient, ratio of measured
to theoretical flow through hole
orifice discharge coefficient, corrected for
pressure-ratio effect
inner diameter ?f combustor housing, ft
outer diameter of liner, ft
fuel-air ratio by weight
Fanning fiction factor
gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/se@
length of combustor fim station 2, just up-
stream of &at row of holes in liner, to station
3, downstream of last row of holes at end of
combustor
hlach number based on local average velocity
and local static temperature
h~ach number based on local aver~e velocity
and local totsl temperature in anmdus of
combustor, V/a~
local total pressure, lb/sq ft
combustor total-pressure-loss
local static prwsure, lb/sq ft
coefficient
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
reference dynamic pressure;
hydraulic radius; ft
local total temperature, “R
local static temperature, ‘R
local average velocity, ft/sec
weight-flow- rate of air passing through any
given flow passage, lb/see
weight-flow rate of air psssing thropgh annulus
at given station, lb/see
weight-flow rate of air passing through liner at
given station, lb/see
fraction of total air passing through liner dome
openings
weight-flow rate of air pas-sing through liner
from station at z to station at x+ Ax, lb/see
total weight-flow rate- of air passing through
combustor, lb/see
distance along combustor measured from station
2 just upstream of first holes in liner, ft
functions
specific-heat ratio of air
specific-heat ratio of combustion gases
entrance angle of air issuing from liner WO1l
openings, deg.
density based on static pressure and stati,o
temperature, lb/cu ft
density based on total pressure and total tem-
perature, lb/cu ft
function
functions
Subscripts:
A annulus
j jet issuing tim liner ‘wall opening
L liner
n flow normal to hole
T reference
1 combustor inlet ‘
2 station just upstremn of first liner wall opening
3 combustor-exit station downstream of last liner
mill opening
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APPENDIX B
INCOMPRESSIBLE-FLOWCALCULATIONSFOR TUBULAR
TURBOJBTCOMBUSTORWITHCONSTANTANNULUSAND
LINERCROSS-SECTTONALAREAS
The orifice discharge equation for a given liner wall
opening such as illustrated in figure 1(c) is given by
l?ora differential portion of the air passing through the
opening, equation (1) becomes
b=ch, jvj d-&’ (2)
It is assumed that the static and total prewum in the
vena contracta of the jet are equal to the liner static and
tmmdus total preswes, respectively, at the station con-
sidered; then the term P,LjVj in equations (1) and (2) can
be determined from BernouUi’s equation for incompressible
flow:
Pwn
PA=PL+ Zg“pL+@ @l)
If the density p,, is assumed to be independent of pressure
changes along the combustor but to vary only with temper-
ature changes resulting from combustion, equation (2) can
be put in the following dimensionlms form by the sub-
stitution of equation @l) and the introduction of the
reference dynamic-pressure term q,:
‘(%)=d?%d(a (B2)
13quation (B2) may be rearranged and integrated from
atation 2 (fig. 1) to a given station along the combustor to
vield
The combustor total open hole area A3,~ for various com-
bustor total-pressure 10SSWis obtained hm
J
1
$2-L=JALT’A’’(2)=$?
‘L,d ‘T
q,
while the fmctionid liner open hole arenaLib/Ah,Tfor
frr!ctionfd her airflows wL/w, are obtained from
(3)
various
(8)
The term (pA–pL)/q, in equations (B3), (3), and (8) is ob-
tained from the solution of the momentum equation. For a
differential cro~sectional volume of the parallel-wall com-
bnstor of figure 1(a) it is assumed that (1) the flow is one
dimensional, (2) the wall friction in the liner is negligible,
and (3) the force exerted on the edge of the liner wall open-
ings by the airdream is negligible. Then the differential
momentum equation for both the annulus and liner is (see,
e. g., ref. 13)
AL dp.~ dVL~ dWL=O (B4)
l
l?or the annnlus alone, the differential momentum
is
If it is assumed that the air crossw ‘the plane of
equation
(B5)
the liner
wall opening with an axial component of velocity equal to
V., subtracting equation (B5) from (B4) gives the differen-
tial momentum equation for the liner as
‘L d.w=-y% dVL+~AL dp.+y ‘A dwL=O (B6]
Sinca
dw~= – dWL (B7)
For this case of constant AL, equation (B6) maybe expressed
as
(B8)
Equation (B8) maybe integrated from the end of the com-
bustor (station 3) to a given station to give
Again, by assuming density to be a function of temperature
only,
Pst,A=Pat,l (B1O)
and
T,
‘=’’L=P””E
(B1l)
The relation between anm.dusand liner weight flows at any
station is given by
(3312)
where the eilect of fuel-flow rate on wLis neglected. Then,
from the continuity equation and equations (I31O)and (B12),
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and, for constant AA, the integrsl term of equation (B9)
becomes .
@14)
From the continuity equation and equation (B1l) the
dynamic pressures q. and qLJ of equation (B9) ean be
related to the reference dynw”c pressure q, by
QL=4W(3’
and
(1315)
@16)
For incompressible flow,
Then the substitution of equations (B14) to (1317) in equa-
tion (B9) give9
(S18)
Now,
PA—PL PI—P. PI—PA
— .— —— (j13N)
!3
.% 4%
Combining equations (B18) and (B19) yields
where the area ratios &/A, and A./A, are related by –
(B20)
The annuhs tOtd-presSUre-]OSSCoefficient (P1–Pd)/q~ of
equation (4) may be obtained by remmmging equation
(335), dividing through by the constants A. and q,, sub-
stituting the continuity relation, and integrating tim
station 2 ti the station at x11:
(3321)
The expression for the hydraulic radius of the anmdus rE.Ais
The ratio of anmdus dynamic pressure qA to reference
dynamic presmre q, is given by
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Substituting equations 0322) and (B23) into equation (B21)
-.
and assuming jA to be constant along the cembustor give
The use of equation (6) requires an estimate of the airflow
distribution along the combustor. For the present calcula-
tions and for zero airflow through the liner dome (WL?/wT= O),
the airflow distribution used in equation (6) was assumed
to be
(7)
For the calculation%presented herein, the correlation of
reference 7 for the discharge coeilicient of flush circular holes
ma used (see fig. 3) to obtain values of (? in equations (B3),
(3), and (8). For incompressible flow, the correlation pa-
rameter (PA—Pj)/(PA—P.Jof figure 3(a) is equal to (Vj/VJ2
and the correction of iigure 3 (’b) is neglected. The velocity
artio VA/Vj may be obtained by relating qj b q.4by equa-
itons @l) and @23), which gives
The liner air-jet entrance angle o may be obtained from
equation (10) and the relation
*=W+. (9)
From equations (333), (3), (8), (4), (3320)to (3323), (6), (7),
and (10), the liner total op-enhole mea and airflow distribu-
tion may be calculated for specified values of the combust.or
total-pressure-loss coefficient. However, if the specified
value of the combuster totd-presmwe-loss coefficient in equa-
tion (4) is too low, the calculated liner static pressure pL
d be greater than the anmdus static pressure p* at some
point in the combustor, and a solution for equations 033),
(3), and (8) will not be obtained. For the padlel-wall
combustor and negligible anmdus wall friction, the minimum
diilerence between the an@us and liner static pressures
occurs at the upstmnm end of the combustor where WL/WTis
equfd to wL,l/wT. From equation (4) the eombustor total-
premure-loss coefficient is related to the ditlerence between
anmdus and liner static pressures at this point by
P,—PL ~
,. ‘ ‘E92+(3[%-2MW-
WH2YI(1-*) (B24)
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The minimum combustor total-pressure-loss coefhcient re-
quired for a solution of equations (B3), (3), and (8) is
obtained from equation (EM) by setting pd~—pL,aequal to
zero. It is noted that this minimum combustor totsl-
pressure-loss coefficient is independent of the discharge co-
efficients of the liner wall openings. If anmdus will friction
effects are included in the calculations, the minimum com-
buator total-pressure-loss coefficient will be somewhat
greater than that given by equation (@24), and the minimum
VfdUt3Of pA—pL ~ OCCUrat V~UW Of WLIWTgI’Oll&WthSZl
WL?jWT.
In the present report, the solutions of equations (B3), (3),
and (8) were obtained for wL#/wT equi! to zero. The com-
bustor total-pressure-loss coefhcient and tiow distribution
CUI’VeSfOr VdUe9 Of wL~wT OthOrth~ ZOrOW%reobtained
by correcting the cnrm%where wL$/wTma equal to zero by
the following procedure:
(1) For given VtdUeSof Afi,T/Ar,AL/A,, ~d T.$TI, A.P/q,
is obtained hm the combustor total-pressure-loss coefhient
CUFVeScomputed tith a WL2/WTof ZWO. The fiOW dk-
tribution curve at corresponding conditions for a WL~/WTof
zero is then used to obtain a value for AJAhx at a value of
w~wT W@ to the chosen fhitO Vfke OfwL$/w~.
(2) A corrected value for A.,T/A, is then obtained by
mtitiplying the valve of Ah,T/A, corresponding to the data
for WL3/W~equal to zero by the qu~tity 1– (Ah/Afi,T),where
the value of A~A~BTwas obtained by step (l).
(3) Values of AJ&,, are selected from the airflow-distri-
bution curve for WL~/WTequal to zero at vfious values of
WL/WTgreater th~ the chosen iin.itevahe of WL~WT. Cor-
rected values of A.h/A*.Tare then obtained by subtracting
the value of AJ&,T obtained in step (1) from the selected
vahe of A*/Ah,T. and then dividing by the quantity
1—(AJA*tT) obtained h step (2).
With the preceding procedure the major portion of the
combustor total-preswm+loss coefficient and airflow distri-
bution curves may be obtained. However, for large values
of Afi,T/A, the use of equations @3), (3), and (8) for the
givenvalue of WLa/WT ti be required. It is noted that the
use of the preceding procedure for the cases where annulus
wall friction effects are included requires the use of airflow
distributions similar to those shown in iigure 13.
APPENDIX c
COMPRESSIBLE-FLOWCALCULATIONSFOR TUBULARTURBOJIH’COMBUSTORWITH CONSTANTANNULUSAND LINRR
CROSS-SECTIONALAREAS
From applimtion of the continuity equation, the flow at
any station in the combustor may be related to the total
airflow through the combustor by
w 1 p,gVAP T1 ~—=— —
()
———
wr lkf~ p,a: A, PI T
(cl)
where
Transposing terms in equation (Cl) gives
Since
‘=M$(Y=’($)ptat
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)
the relation between p,,V/Pfifisnd local Mach number, local
static to total temperature and prwsure ratios, and other
compressible-flow functions may be obtained from
compressible-flow tables (e. g., ref. 14).
For any station in the liner,
I’or the end of the liner,
For the anm.dus, where the total temperature
equrd to the mmbustor-hdet total temperature,
(C5)
(C6)
is assumed
(Ci’)
The dynamic pressure q is given by
and the combustor total-pressure-loss coefficient by
(m)
I?or the compressible-flow calculations, equation (B2) is
put in the dimensions form
J?or isentmpic flow through the liner wall openings to the
jet vena ccmtracta, P, equals P*, and, for Tj equal to Tl,
equation (C1O) may be rearranged and integrated from sta-
tion 2 to a given station along the combustor to obtain
As in appendix B, the total liner open hole area is obtained
horn the integration from station 2 to station 3 where
wL,~/wT=~:
,.. ... . . . ——.——. .—— .—. . .. —— .——
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The airflow distribution is obtained from
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(12)
If the static pressure at the jet vena contiacta k assumed
equal to the liner static pressure at tlm station considered,
the term (P,,V/pZJj of equations (Cll), (11), and (12) is
obtained horn the ratio of liner static to annulus total
pressure pL/PAand equation (C4).
As in appendix B, the liner static pressure is obtained
from the solution of the momentum equation. With the
use of equation (C8) and the definition of fi~I,A,the momen-
tum equation (139) can be put in the form
g (1+Ww’+ (1-h’JwM’L,3-
L.3
~ P,
J
%~ AL ,
()
““”r iki,,A d ~ =0 (C12)
J?rom equations (C4) to (C6),
~ (1+7J43) =dkfnPL (C13)
and
~ (1+7.JfiJ=$@fzJ
PL3
(C14)
In equations (C12) to (C14), the speciii~heat ratio -rZof the
linergas stream isassumed constant along the combustor.
Com~iTLeqw@ms (C12) to (C14) m-d dividing through
()
by ill? ~ —
A& 7’1 ~ give
Equation (C15) maybe written
From equation (C3), the integral in equation (C16) wui
be expressed as a function of Ma. For the premnt calcula-
tions, the total-pressure ratio PA/Pi required in the evacua-
tion of MX was obtained by using the following relation:
(C18)
and the values of (PI—PJ/q, were obtained from equations
(6) and (7).
For the case of negligible annulus wall fiction, the
integral term of equation (C16) is given by
w-here
(U22)
In table I, Q, +, +’, plP, and M* are presented for a range
of vsJues of M and for specfic-heat ratios of 1.4 and 1.3.
If values of ~, AL/Ar,‘P1/PL3,and Tz/Tl Wa speciihd,
the right side of equation (C16) or (C21) can be calculated
for various vsks of w~w~. From these values of #(flfl),
values for fiL and the pressure ratio pL/PL can be obtained
from table I(a). Then
where PJPA is obtained from equation (C18). From this
value of PJPA, the term (p,tV/pAZJj of equations (11) and
(12) is obtained.
In the present -report, the oriiice-dischmge-coefficicmt
correlation of reference 7 was used (see fig. 3). The pressure
ratio P*/PA of the correlation parameter of figure 3(o) is
obtained from table I(a) and Mf, while the pressure ratio
pA/pL of @e 3(b) is obtained from
.&
PA_pA———
PL PL
z
(024)
where pL/PAis obtained from equation (23). With the above
values of C(p,$V/P~Jj and Pi/PA, the integrals of equations
(11) and (12) may be evaluated by trapezoidal or graphical
integration.
The entrance angle o of a liner air jet may be obtained from
the relation
(13)
-whereM4 and Mj are obtained from table I(a) and values of
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TABLE L-SURSONIC COMPRESSIBI&FLOW PARAMETERS
(a) Speciilc-heat ratio Y., 1.4. (h) Speci5&heat ratio -YZ,1.3.
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